**Accordion Joe**

Words & music by Cornell Smelser and Dale Wimbrow

Concert lead

*Med. foxtrot (not fast)*

Intro (N.C.)

G G7 C7 G/B Bdim Am7 D7

Joe that musical beau The gals are all sigh' in—— "Oh, Accordion Joe!"

G C7 G D7 G G7 C7

His rhythm is slow His music is low

C7 G/B Bdim Am7 D7 G C7 G B7

And still they all cry, "Oh, oh Accordion Joe!" In the evenin'

Em B7/F# Em/G B7/F# Em

When the moon high up above is bright—— All the married men lock up their bun'galows tight—— The fellows all know

Em A7 D7 Am7 D7

His melody's low The women all go, go for Accordion Joe——